Abstract. This paper proposes a DEA model for evaluating arc efficiency in the presence of multiple weights on arcs in a network. Thereafter, a multi-criteria assignment problem is formulated based on the efficiency of the arcs. Appraisal is given to some parts of the proposed DEA-model used for solving multi-criteria network flow problems and provide some examples. Finally, a numerical example is used to illustrate the applicability of the approach.
Introduction
One of the most applicable problems in the field of to combinatorial optimization are the network flow problems [1] . Indeed, a large set of real-world problems can be formulated as network flows. These problems are tractable when only one single weight is considered for each arc and particular algorithms in a fair computing time can be founded for solving them.
Since real-life decision making often carries a number of objectives that are to be simultaneously optimized, there are several kinds of weights on each arcs of a network in many real applications. These weights are often in conflict, and there is no solution that concurrently optimizes all objectives. Therefore, the goal is finding a solution incorporating this property such that none of the objectives can be improved without degrading the others. These solutions are called non-dominated solutions or efficient solutions.
Researchers often solve these types of problems through approaches: the weights are considered to be constraints, where the problem is then called a constrained network flow problem (CNFP), or the weights are considered to be objective functions, where the problem is then called a multiple objective network flow problem, which is a particular case of MOLP (see [10, 11] ).
Some researchers and mathematicians have recently presented methods for solving multi-criteria network flow problems by using the Data Envelopment Analysis technique. DEA is a mathematical programming technique, and is used to evaluate the relative efficiency of decision making units (DMU) with multiple inputs and outputs. This technique has been proposed by Charnes-Cooper-Rhodes in [8] (the CCR model) and has been extended by Banker et al, [5] (the BCC model).
In this paper, the authors have mentioned and evaluated some of the works in this field, and in addition, have propose a DEA-based method for solving the multicriteria assignment problem.
Some researchers have studied ways of solving certain multi-criteria network flow problems using DEA. In regards to the problem of assignment, Zerafat Angiz has proposed a DEA model to evaluate the efficiency of each assignment subject to nonhomogeneous costs [15] . Moreover, Chen and Lu have developed a procedure for resolving the assignment problem using multiple incommensurate inputs and outputs for each possible assignment [9] . Nonetheless, Cardillo et al. [6] and Jahanshahloo et al. [12] have presented techniques to evaluate and identify the efficient paths on a road network. Subsequently, in applying a DEA model, Hosseinzadeh et al. have determined the non-dominated paths in the multi-criteria shortest path problem (MCSPP) [14] . Finally Amirteimoori in 2007 [4] and 2012 [3] proposed methods for solving the multi-criteria transportation problem (MCTP) and the multi-criteria shortest path problem, respectively, using the DEA approach.
Important concepts
The authors have come across counterexamples in study and scrutinizing Amirteimoori's methods for solving the transportation problem and shortest path problem.
A counterexample to Amirteimoori's method for the MCTP
This section presents the transportation scheme given by Amirteimoori's method, which is not necessarily a non-dominated solution for extending the transportation problem as a multi objective linear programming problem. Suppose there is a two-objective transportation problem on the network G = (N, A) with two warehouses and three destinations. The variable (c ij , p ij ) is the (cost,profit) on arc (i, j) for transportation of a unit commodity on this arc, as shown in Table ( 1) . The aim is to send the commodity from a warehouse to destination for supply and demand purposes, so that the objective functions to become efficient. By solving this MOLP, the efficient solution is x * 11 = x * 13 = 15, x 22 * = x * 23 = 10 and x * 12 = x * 21 = 0 (where x ij means that it can be transport the x ij unit commodity along arc (i, j)). The objective vector of this solution is Z * = (205, 460). To determine an efficient transportation plan with maximum efficiency utilizing the method proposed by Amirteimoori [4] , the following model based on the data in Table ( 
The efficient transportation plan with maximum efficiency upon solving model (2.1) is x 11 = 15, x 12 = 10, x 13 = 5, x 23 = 20, x 12 = x 22 = 0. The cost and profit corresponding to this solution is Z X = (215, 460). It becomes obvious that Z X ≥ Z * . Consequently X is not a non-dominated (efficient) solution to this problem.
A counterexample to Amirteimoori's method for MCSPP
Suppose that the directed network G = (N, A) with five nodes and eight arcs. In this network, a cost and a profit (c ij , p ij ) are considered on each arc (i, j), as shown in Figure ( To determine an efficient path from node 1 to node 5 with maximum efficiency using the method proposed by Amirteimoori [3] , the model (2.2) is solved using data from 
The efficient path with a maximum efficiency achieved by solving model (1) is the path
. The cost and profit correspond to this path is (13, 10) . It is obvious that path p dominates path q . Consequently, path q is not an efficient path.
Therefore, it seems that the efficiency that Amirteimoori defines, for each arc in an extended shortest path problem and in an extended transportation problem, is not a suitable criterion for evaluating the measure of efficiency of solutions to these problems and in each case, it leads to dominated solution.
In this work, a DEA model is proposed for evaluating arc efficiency in a network. Here, in regard to the multi-criteria assignment problem that will be described in section (4), each assignment(in other words, each arc) can be considered a decision making unit by replacing its weights that are to be minimized with inputs(costs) and its weights to be maximized with outputs(profits).Thus, there are several DMUs with multiple inputs and multiple outputs. This assignment is then evaluated using other assignments in the same row.
The next section DEA is introduces. In section (4) an assignment problem is studied, and in Section 5, the authors propose a method for finding an efficient solution to the multi-criteria assignment problem utilizing DEA. In section 6, an example illustrates the procedure. Finally, 7 presents the conclusion.
Data Envelopment Analysis
DEA is a mathematical programming technique that has been proposed by Charnes et al. [8] . The technique has been extended by Banker et al. [5] . The additive model which is used in this paper, has been proposed by Charnes et al. [7] .
Suppose there are n decision making units, DM U j , for j = 1, 2, · · · , n, where each DM U j consumes a m-vector input,
T . For evaluating relative efficiency of DM U p , the additive model is used and is as follows: 
Lemma 1. The additive model is translation invariant.
Proof. For more details, see [2] .
Since the additive model is translation invariant, it can be used it for evaluating DMUs with a zero or negative component of the input/output vector.
Multi-criteria assignment problem
The assignment problem is a special case of the transportation problem. In this case, each source supplies only one commodity and each destination is applicable for only one commodity. One of the popular methods for solving this problem is the Hungarian method which was presented in 1955 by Hungarian mathematician Kuhn [13] .
The standard mathematical model for the assignment problem is given by:
As mentioned above, only one cost(c ij ) is considered in the above model for each assignment, but in many real-life problems it may be that any assignment include several non-homogenous costs(or profits). Therefore, a cost vector
corresponding to each assignment(see Table 4 ). Thus, a multi-criteria assignment problem is encountered which is a special case of MOLP. 
The proposed method
In this section, the multi-criteria assignment problem and its relative table (Table 4) is considered. Each square in this table is considered a DMU ij (i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n) with input vector C ij and output vector P ij . To evaluate the DMU ij , selections of person i are evaluated for the purpose of implementing different projects in a combined manner. In other words, each DMU ij is evaluated with all other DMUs found in the same row with it. The obtained outcomes of these evaluations are considered a criterion for testing the assignment in terms of viewpoint amount cost and profit values.
This evaluation is performed by utilizing the additive model. Accordingly, if DMU ij is in row i and column j of the assignment table then the following model is solved for the purpose of evaluating this DMU in comparison with other elements of row i.
In other words, all strongly-efficient assignments in each row are determined using the above additive model. It should be noted that when the value of s ij is smaller, in other words, has a larger absolute value, it indicates that assignment of project j with respect to person i, when compared with assignment of other projects with respect to person i, is not suitable. Thus, −s ij can be used as a benchmark for evaluating this assignment. In other words, −s ij can be considered a combinatorial cost of assignment project j to person i in classic assignment problem, and the following model for an assignment scheme with minimal combinatorial cost is deemed solved.
Scrutiny of the proposed method
There are two important points presented in this method. First, since the additive model is translation invariant, this method can be performed for any variant of problem. Chen's method and Zerafatangiz's method are applicable only for problems with a positive cast (profit)-vector, because they use the CCR and BCC models. Second, in solving additive models, efficient units are determined in row i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) and for this unit, the combinatorial cost is zero. In other words, these units are the best assignment for person i. Moreover, for other assignments in row i, the sum of the total surplus cost and deficit profit of the related assignment is obtained, a reference to DMU in the row and then we consider it as combinatorial cost of it assignment. It is clear that if the absolute value of this number is smaller, the respective assignment is more suitable (Note that the combinatorial cost of efficient assignment in each row equals zero). Therefore, based on what has been said, the conclusion is that the optimum solution of model (5.2) is a non-dominated solution for the given problem. In addition, the value number calculated for the method is much less than the that calculated in Chen's method and Zerafatangiz's method. To verify this claim, Chen's method solves two models corresponding to each assignment. Furthermore, Zerafatangiz's method is used to solve one model with n 2 constraints corresponding to each assignment, while the proposed method solves one model with n constraints corresponding to each assignment.
Example
Suppose assignment Table (5) has two non-homogenous costs corresponding to each assignment. After solving the model (5.1) for each row and obtaining s ij for i, j = 1, 2, 3, assignment Table (6) with combinatorial cost −s ij is obtained. Now, using the data from Table (6) and the Hungarian method, the optimum solution is x * 11 = x * 23 = x * 32 = 1 with a cost vector (8, 8) . It becomes obvious that the obtained solution is one of the efficient assignment schemes for this problem.
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Conclusion
This paper, discusses the most practical groups of linear programming applied to multiple objective network flow problems. A DEA-based approach is proposed for solving the special case of, the multiple objective assignment problem. It is evident that each DEA problem can be considered a MOLP and the efficient DMUs determined. However, each MOLP can not be solved by DEA methods in general. This paper has endeavored to solve a special case of MOLP using DEA. Perhaps in future there suggestions contain herein, can be applied to the use of DEA methods for solving other kind of MOLP-related problems.
